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1a HygroSkin Pavilion – Off-site test assembly
of the modular construction system

ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the implementation of a computational design and robotic fabrication
method that integrates the elastic and hygroscopic behavior of wood as active drivers in the design process, using the material’s differentiated characteristics as its main capacity. The project
builds on previous work by the authors, furthering their research on the formal and performative
transfer of such behaviors into informed architectural systems. Wood’s fibrous structure, relatively
low stiffness and high structural capacity are instrumentalized into self-forming mechanisms
through conical elastic deformation, while the same organic makeup and corresponding hygroscopic properties have also been programmed, formally articulated and integrated into a climate
responsive architectural system. This research will be presented alongside a full-scale architectural project (Figure 1, Figure 2).
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INTRODUCTION
Wood’s performance, behavior and material characteristics come
from its primary function as a naturally grown biological tissue.
Unlike other construction materials, wood cannot be manufactured to a particular specification. All of its differentiated material
properties are themselves intrinsic to its physiological role within
the tree as a living organism and as such, they exhibit a great
range of variation. Unlike other construction materials developed
to meet specific manmade functional requirements, wood has
evolved as a highly efficient biological system—a vascular tissue—to meet the support, conduction and storage requirements
of trees (Dinwoodie 2000: 2).
The difference in cellular orientation and specialization are critical to
the appearance and more importantly, the structural characteristics
in the transverse or radial plane of hardwood. In the case of both

1b HygroSkin Pavilion – Interior view

softwood and hardwood, the structure, distribution and orientation
of cells are the determining factors in the anisotropic structural and
hygroscopic characteristics of wood (Wagenführ 1999).
Accessing the material complexity of wood in a meaningful
way requires a re-conceptualization of architectural design as
it necessitates the engagement of new computational design
and fabrication tools from diverse fields such as material science, engineering and fabrication. While the processes and
conceptual approaches in many of these fields were separated
and detached during industrialization (Kieran & Timberlake 2004:
13, 27-31), current developments show that there is once again

the need—and now the possibility—to closely interweave these
domains through computational design methods (Harris et al.
2004). This is relevant when structural and biological processes

need to be integrated into the design space. Moreover, some
tools and methods that are instrumental for this research have
also transferred from one domain to another. For instance, cur-

2a Hygroscopic Apertures – High relative humidity (75%)

rent research in the field of digital fabrication in architecture has
been characterized by a shift from CNC machinery designed for
a specific task towards more generic fabrication equipment such
as industrial robots, (Schwinn et al. 2012), which allows for the development of adaptive fabrication methods informed by research
in material behavior (Lienhard et al. 2011). Material research thus
provides new insight on how the extended kinematic range of
robotic fabrication can be used to develop novel approaches to
timber construction and in architectural design. This is of particular interest here since wood’s exceptional structural strength,
positive carbon footprint (Kolb 2008: 20), and very low embodied
energy (Alcorn 1996) can benefit from new developments in robotic fabrication based on material behaviour. This is also one
of the reasons why interest in wood has grown over the last
decade. Industrialized fabrication and construction processes
have yet to fully account for wood’s complex anisotropic behavior. In architecture, as well as in structural engineering, wood’s

2b Hygroscopic Apertures – Low relative humidity (45%)
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heterogeneous material characteristics are still seen as problematic and disadvantageous when compared to homogeneous
industrially-produced materials.
The increased potential of morphological differentiation of building elements based on the possibilities and constraints of the
machine corresponds to an expanding design space or morphospace. Within this space lies that which can be theoretically
produced given the parameters of a specific configuration of tool
and machine (Menges & Schwinn 2012). Robotic fabrication offers an
increasingly open design space for computational design.
The presented research exploits the close interrelation of material behavior, such as elastic bending and hygroscopic actuation, digital and robotic fabrication processes, and integrative
digital computation tools for the development of a lightweight
3 a Multihalle Mannheim – Multihalle in Mannheim during setup and exhibit

wood construction system.

DIFFERENTIATED MATERIAL PERFORMANCE
IN MODULAR LIGHTWEIGHT WOOD
CONSTRUCTION
One of the opportunities afforded by advances in robotic fabrication
is an integrative, material-based, computational design approach
(Menges 2011). This project’s integrative development process can

be explained with the following three main research topics:

MATERIAL PERFORMANCE: ELASTIC BENDING
Today, the use of elastic bending for form finding and other construction techniques is still relatively infrequent, as architects
and engineers alike are generally trained to understand larger
deformations as problematic and potentially damaging (Menges
2009). Although this design approach poses a challenge due to the

complex interrelation of force, form, and fabrication, it promises a
3 b ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2010 – Pavilion during setup and exhibit

much more effective use of the available material and thus fosters
a performative material-based architecture. In a series of previous
projects, most notably the ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2010 (Figure
3B) the research institute of the authors has explored how the

elastic bending of wood enables the generation of complex geometries from initially flat sheets of plywood, demonstrating both
considerable structural capacity and a novel tectonic repertoire for
architectural articulation (Fleischmann et al. 2011). One of the most
advanced examples of elastically bent wooden architectures is the
lattice shell of the Multihalle in Mannheim by Frei Otto, Carlfried
Mutschler and Ove Arup & Partners, completed in 1975 (Burkhardt
1978) (Figure 3A). Wooden lattice shells are structures, which are

initially constructed as a planar lattice of timber laths and are later
hoisted or lowered to form double-curved, form-active surface
structures (Menges 2010). Although both research examples are
based on elastica curves, lattice structures use the elastic bending
behavior of linear elements to generate a global curvature, while
4 Cone Geometries – Intersecting conical geometries on a plane, intersection curves
between the units and resulting module geometries after Boolean operation
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the ICD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2010 uses local elastic bending
within segments of continuous strips.

HYGROSKIN: A CLIMATE-RESPONSIVE PROTOTYPE PROJECT

The presented work extends this line of research and explores a

pavilion, these principles apply only at the global scale since

different facet of local elastic bending in the context of modular

the conical shape of the panels inherently generates bending

construction. The main area of interest is the development of a

forces along both the connections and along its local curvature.

single curved bending geometry capable of generating differenti-

This behavior is important as the plate structure configuration

ated morphologies through a normalized repetitive yet parametri-

reduces the amount of bending stresses at the global scale for

cally adapted production process. The focus lies on the transition

non-planar applications. Following this structural strategy, as well

from initially flat strips of plywood to a cone surface as a result

as the material system’s possible morphological differentiation,

of elastic bending. From the available surfaces that plywood can

generates the opportunity to develop an integrative, lightweight,

be bent into, different base geometries were tested beforehand

modular construction system with high capacity for geometrical

for their functionality and efficiency in the context of a modular

and functional robustness.

construction system. Special interest was placed on the functional
aspect of having the ability to connect several modules in different
directions—key performance criteria for the project. Thus, it was
ensured that a highly performative yet normalized construction
system could be developed.

The material system allows for adaptation to the varying boundary
conditions determining the module’s geometry. The performance
of this approach is demonstrated here by the fact that the complex morphology of each module could be built exclusively with
just 4 mm thin sheets of plywood. The material thickness allowed

The geometrical analysis of the cone shape became an area of

the realization of low bending radii while simultaneously integrat-

particular interest and subsequently provided basic morphological

ing the thin layer into a multi-material construction.

principles for further development. A cone shape can be unrolled
into a flat sheet by introducing at least one seam from the cone
base to its center; their geometry makes it possible for the initially
flat surface to obtain force equilibrium by connecting the seam
without any additional fastener or structural element. Although a
circular cone is a point symmetrical object, resulting surfaces from
intersecting multiple cones exhibit largely differentiated geometries (Figure 4). While this geometric characteristic can be used for
architectural and spatial purposes, intersecting cones also exhibit
other performative advantages.
The intersecting geometry of each cone module possesses a
planar outline, as long as all cone geometries operate similarly;
that is, each cone having one plane and facing in the same direction. A curved yet planar connection between the cone modules
is geometrically more stable than straight connections, while at
the same time maintaining a simple connection detail. Due to the
connection’s curvature and thus the three-dimensional arrangement, bending forces between modules are distributed into
tension and compression. This design approach also enables the

Through the one-directional bending a lightweight Styrofoam
core can easily be integrated between the two layers of plywood. This sandwich construction provides geometrical and
structural stiffness as well as a much larger connection area
between two adjecent modules. In a series of production
steps, Styrofoam strips are glued between two layers of bent
plywood under vacuum. The Styrofoam thus connects the
two layers at a distance, creating a composite member. This
member works as a stressed-skin module carrying the bending
forces along the skin while resisting the shear forces along its
core. The finished sandwich module becomes one structural
entity capable of acting as a plate element, while the module’s
inherent geometric principles and overall morphological features enable the integration of other material-based attributes.
This integration of geometric principles and material-specific
behavior as well as their boundary conditions and fabrication
parameters into a construction system was examined through
a full-scale architectural prototype.

ule while using regularized formwork.

MATERIAL PERFORMANCE:
HYGROSCOPICALLY ACTUATED APERTURES

These geometries also exhibit the advantage of intersecting

By being acutely aware of the environmentally sensible character-

and thus connecting in all directions in the same way, therefore

istics of the materials, it is possible to harness its material compu-

resulting in a modular arrangement with the same type of con-

tation to make do without external electronic mechanic sensors,

nection. On a global level, this arrangement can be seen as a

controllers or actuators. The complex cellular, polymeric compos-

plate structure arrangement. As developed in earlier research

ite characteristics of wood and its structural performance implica-

projects, where plate structure arrangements from natural

tions are closely tied to the role of cellulose within the cell walls.

possibility to generate differentiated geometries for each mod-

systems were analyzed (Krieg et al. 2012), the characteristics of

The cellular, axial differentiation of cellulose molecules within the

plate structures lay in their topological rule of joining not more

fibrils and micro-fibrils defines many of its structural properties,

than three plates at one point. This eliminated any bending

and it also establishes wood’s characteristic hygroscopic behavior.

forces, mainly allowing shear forces along the plate connection

The research builds on previous work by the authors (Reichert et al.

(Nachtigall 2004: 7-10). However, in the case of the HygroSkin

2010), which investigates the potential for harnessing the intrinsic
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5 a Hygroscope – Meteorosensitive Morphology at the Centre Pompidou, Paris

5b Hygroscope – High relative humidity of 85% and low relative humidity at 45%.

hygroscopic properties of wood’s complex structural make up and
incidental dimensional changes, to construct a hygroscopically
actuated, climate-responsive aperture system.
This aspect of the research uses the environmentally responsive
hygroscopic characteristics of wood in the development of surface structures capable of adapting their morphological configuration in response to changing humidity levels. The system aims
at providing dynamic, responsive and formal changes through
passive actuation. The operational computational construct is an
integrated condition between the geometrical arrangement of the
veneer units in aggregate (in relation to the external environmental
conditions), the geometric interrelation of the veneer units with
one another (function as aperture), the specific material orientation (grain) within each individual unit geometry, and the molecular
6 a HygroSkin Pavilion, Detail, Exterior – Hygroscopic response of apertures to
humidity oscillation, as seen from exterior (high relative humidity, 75%)

calibration of the bound water through its porosity (as a global
function for the system).
Previous research has been conducted in the implementation of
methods and techniques for responsive hygroscopic actuation
(Reichert et al. 2010). For the hygroscopic sculpture Hygroscope, a

display case with programmable internal climate was designed
to stage the autonomous responsiveness of the structure (Figure
5). The structure opens up with increased relative humidity and

closes with decreased internal moisture content. The physical
response of the material presented in the research for this paper
illustrates an inverse operational functionality of the hygroscopic
actuation, which can be calibrated through controlled conditions
during the fabrication process.
The global calibration parameter for this research project’s hygroscopically actuated apertures is developed by calculating the operational range of atmospheric conditions in which the project will
6 b HygroSkin Pavilion, Detail, Exterior – Hygroscopic response of apertures to
humidity oscillation, as seen from exterior (low relative humidity, 45%)
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operate—in this case, the relative humidity and temperature in the
city of Orléans. A veneer composite is produced that will perform
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7 a HygroSkin Pavilion, Detail, Interior – Close-up of the aperture’s substructure as
seen from the interior space (high relative humidity, 75%)

7b HygroSkin Pavilion, Detail, Interior – Close-up of the aperture’s substructure as
seen from the interior space (low relative humidity, 45%)

a suitable geometric change during the cyclical—both seasonal
and daily—oscillation of these parameters (Figure 6). The individual
pieces and the expected geometric change establish a reciprocal
feedback loop with the computational model developed for the
geometric arrangement of the modules. Each component and its
own range of expected thermodynamic behavior (theoretical geometric change, and subsequently empirically observed through
tests) informs the computational model to provide the most adequate configuration for both open and closed states for each aperture. The veneer is cut so that the actuation occurs perpendicular
to the main fiber direction—each aperture opens or closes with
changes in relative humidity.
The non-responsive substructure, which the hygroscopically actuated wood elements are attached to, is developed as a parametrically defined lattice that geometrically mediates the linear fiber

8a Fabrication Process – Self-forming: elastic bending of the plywood and sandwich
assembly

actuation of the wood veneer with the polygonal aperture of the
cone panels in which they are positioned (Figure 7). The resulting
freeform geometry was locally manipulated to improve its overall
structural strength and repetitively fabricated with a polyurethane
polymer using a vacuum casting method.
For the developed architectural prototype, the actuated systems
are further integrated into the previously described larger multicomponent system of parametrically identical conical shapes with
unit specific differentiated edges. Each hygroscopically actuated
system is positioned as an oculus within the conical module; this
configuration is both architecturally effective and functionally interdependent. The flat sheets of plywood from which the panels
are made are bent within their elastic range, which is defined by
the radius of the cone, while the oculus fits the formal space beyond the minimum curvature. Conversely, the conical shape of the
panel provides shelter to the units from direct precipitation, while
it also focuses airflow through the apertures.

8b Fabrication Process – Robotic trimming and milling
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1 0 a General Machine Setup – Six Axis industrial robot, connected to a separate

9 Module assembly on a mold – The sandwich is built up by two layers of 4mm

turntable as an external axis. Rotary blade trimming

plywood and a Styrofoam core. Material layers bonding under vacuum

MATERIAL COMPUTATION: INTERDEPENDENCE
Both material-based aspects of the presented integrative design
process are characterized by a process specific, physical and
adaptive interdependence. As the research progressed, the available machine tools could become closely interconnected with the
previously analyzed material performance. While the production of
the sandwich modules is possible through common manufacturing techniques of low complexity, the module’s required level of
high geometrical precision can only be realized efficiently through
the integration of robotic fabrication methods. This ensures the
possibility to manufacture differentiated module geometries using
a single base geometry, while at the same time achieving higher
precision than in classical construction processes.
In the first fabrication step, two initially flat strips of 4mm thick

1 0 b General Machine Setup – Six Axis industrial robot, connected to a separate

plywood, which were previously cut on a three-axis CNC machine,

turntable as an external axis. Styrofoam milling

are elastically bent and connected into a conical geometry (Figure
8A). Next, a layer of Styrofoam is placed in-between two plywood

skins forming a structural panel. Each panel is subsequently
placed under pressure through a vacuum form process. Given that
all the panels are defined by the same conical geometry, a single
mold can be used for all the panels. The self-forming process of
the bent plywood provides high precision and consistency in the
geometric definition of all the elements while the Styrofoam core
provides dimensional stability. As a result, a precise and structurally capable cone geometry is achieved (Figure 8A, 9).
However, this manual assembly process results in an approximate
module outline, which is defined by a subsequent robotic fabrication step. Here, the exact boundary and connection details are
manufactured through a precise rotary blade trimming and milling
process (Figure 8B, 10). The differentiation of the module geometry is
11
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Connection Details – Tensile connection between two elements of 4 mm plywood. Slot
and key joint connections between each module during the construction process
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closely interconnected to the robot’s kinematic range as well as the
material performance of the plywood and Styrofoam. As a result,
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12 HygroSkin Pavilion – Off-site test assembly of the
modular construction system

the module’s size, as well as the complex sawing process, requires a machine setup with at least
seven degrees of freedom. It becomes evident that the design space for the developed material system is therefore constrained and informed by the parameters of robotic fabrication and vice versa.
The process-specific interconnectivity developed through the research also becomes apparent
in that the construction system and its fabrication parameters were directly embedded in the
computational design process; their reciprocal relation is a basic principle of an integrative architectural design approach. The geometric relationship between each conic module as well as the
material specific constraints were analyzed and integrated into parameterized models, implicating
the location of the reactive elements, which is based on the overall setup of the modules. The material system’s limitation through fabrication parameters as well as transportation and construction
constraints were implemented into the design tool, which was then used to develop an architectural prototype with a coherent overall architectural and spatial impression.
On a physical level, several layers of interconnectivity needed to be addressed during this development. On a small scale, custom-designed interlocking connections were developed to fit the
originally flat 4mm plywood sheets into a cone shape (Figure 11). Their geometry was designed to
especially carry tension forces that are inherently induced through the assembly process. On a
medium scale, all modules are based on the same cone geometry; the mold simply constitutes
the greatest common factor and ensures the exact cone geometry for each module. On a larger
scale, standard slot and key joint connections enable the modules to be locked in place during
assembly and to connect them in an efficient way (Figure 11). These connections were developed
in order to meet structural and architectural demands. While their position was calculated through
the computational design tool, their geometry was uniform and independent from their actual position inside the construction system.
The design, prefabrication and assembly of the full-scale prototype demonstrate the development of an adaptive, lightweight and modular architectural system by integrating intelligent
fabrication methods, robotic fabrication and material-based performance criteria into a computational design process (Figure 12). This becomes especially evident through the module’s wide
range of morphological differentiation in spite of the need for a uniform mold; here, different
layers of adaptive interconnectivities become apparent. While the overall architectural design is
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able to adapt to surrounding boundary conditions, the module’s

Edeltraud Walla of the Faculty Wood Workshop, and all participat-

geometry is in reciprocal relation to its neighbors. Changes in

ing students of the University of Stuttgart. The authors would also

the module’s arrangement also trigger a change in the overall

like to thank the additional members of the design team including

system. While the responsive material-based behavior of the re-

Nicola Burggraf and Boyan Mihaylov. The research presented in

active apertures is fully integrated into the design and fabrication

this paper is based on Achim Menges’ project commission of the

process, it serves to extend the construction system’s function-

HygroSkin Pavilion by the FRAC Centre in Orleans. Funding for this

ality at the same time. Here, adaption can be understood as a
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direct response to climate changes caused by natural weather
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Ultimately, the aperture’s degree of opening forms a critical part of
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